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Our fashion team spy the 
street stylers nailing this  

summer’s key trends

CLAIRE: Cropped jacket, double 
denim and flares all in S/S15’s 
boldest colours – this lady’s top 
of the catwalk class. I love the 
clashing shades and strong lines 
created by the pockets and 
hems cutting her off at different 
points on the body. Someone’s 
had an eye on the runway…

KIM: If you’ve been looking for 
double denim inspiration, look 
no further. The frayed jean dress 
and flares combo is this season’s 
trend heaven. The emerald 
green boxy jacket, the snake-
print lace-up heels and the 
patent bag are what make this 
a standout look for me, though.

CLAIRE: Culotte jumpsuits 
can be a tough trend to wear 
well, but with powder blue 
shoes, matching sunnies and 
an arty bag, this fashionista 
masters it. The hot pink works 
with her pastel accessories 
and the chunky black watch 
hardens this look just a touch.

KIM: If you’re going to rock  
one hot hue, why not make  
it magenta? This wide-leg 
jumpsuit has easy breezy 
summer style written all over 
it, while the ankle-tie heels  
and sunnies give an injection  
of icy pastel blue. The graffiti-
print bag completes the look. 

CLAIRE: Polka dots don’t have 
to be cutesy. Our girl proves 
that a few choice accessories 
can turn a twee print into an 
uber-cool look. I’ll be taking 
tips from her styling book and 
teaming dotty co-ords with 
chunky heels, techno shades 
and an ice white backpack.

KIM: There’s something very 
Alexa Chung about this outfit. 
While on paper long-sleeved, 
calf-length, polka-dot co-ords 
sound hard to pull off, this street 
styler rocks it. The cut-out shoes 
and round sunglasses add the 
right amount of edge to make 
this all so effortlessly cool.

Claire Blackmore,  
deputy fashion editor 

Kim Pidgeon,  
fashion editor
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Time warping back  
to the 1970s with  
her wide-brimmed  
hat, lace-front shirt  
and cute denim skirt, 
this street styler has  
S/S15’s throwback 
trend all sewn up. 
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7. Carvela Gaze Leather  
Two Part Sandals, £125

2. Superdry Raw  
Edge Mini Skirt, £45

4. Ray-Ban Aviator  
Sunglasses, £155

6. Radley Border Flap Over 
Cross-body Bag, £179

5. Wallis Crochet  
Kimono, £35

STYLE TIP
Switch the tan heels  
for a pair of chic silver 
sandals and turn this look 
into a summer sensation

3. Bourjois So Laque Glossy  
in Coton Sur Ton, £6

1. Straw Floppy  
Hat, £16
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